Let us show you how this unit of
Medicaid Fraud Control
of Attorney General PAM BONDI's office

Is acting with all the
providers of therapies for
children with Autism in
Florida

I SEND A TWITTER TO SR TRUMP, WHEN THE MEDIA PAYMENTS SUSPENDED ME IN DECEMBER 14 ,
after that the next day December16,
Medicaid Fraud Control Orlando Unit, returned to my offices to ask me for new documents and On February 7, I was arrested

In all these cases….
Are providers of therapies for children with autism
And are persecuted

In all these cases…
people plead guilty, none have gone to trial
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My Medicaid Fraud Control Unit, working with federal
and local law enforcement agencies, this week, made
arrests in connection to millions of dollars in Medicaid
fraud. A joint investigation into Angels Creative
Children Therapy revealed the owner and office
manager received payment for therapy services for
disabled children that the defendants never provided.
Not only did the health care workers allegedly draw
more than $4 million illegally from the Medicaid
program, they also failed to provide vital therapy to
children in their care.
Fraudulent billing is one of the most common forms of
Medicaid fraud, and we will not allow unscrupulous
individuals to defraud the Medicaid program. Using
disabled children to fraudulently bill Medicaid is
despicable, but thanks to the collaborative efforts of my
Medicaid Fraud Control Unit and our local and federal
partners, this scheme has been stopped and those
responsible will be held accountable. If convicted, the
defendants each face up to 30 years in prison.

https://www.autismspeaks.org/advocacy/advocacy-news/order-directing-florida-medicaid-cover-aba-upheld-appeal
https://www.autismspeaks.org/sites/default/files/docs/ASLRC/fl_medicaid.pdf
https://thefloridabarfoundation.org/federal-judge-orders-state-of-florida-to-cover-applied-behavioral-analysis-therapy-for-autism/

MEDICIAD CHANGE THE NAME AND NOW IT’S
BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS,

NOW IT'S ONLY FOR THOSE WHO HAVE MALADAPTATIVE BEHAVIOR

And discriminating against children who may or may not receive therapies,
when a federal judge ordered them to be all children with Autism

Skip the order of the federal judge

Creating a system of Rewards, where this unit of Medicaid Fraud Control, is left with 50% of the seized

http://www.leg.state.fl.us/Statutes/index.cfm?mode=View%20Statutes&SubMenu=1&App_mode=Display_Statute&Search_String=409.9203&URL=040
0-0499/0409/Sections/0409.9203.html

http://www.myfloridalegal.com/newsrel.nsf/newsreleases/C502C17FD4C79EAA85258117005D46A2

In these two cases already tried, it already shows that the actions of suspension of
payments and fraud are illegal

http://tallahasseereports.com/2017/05/09/playbig-fightsback-and-wins/

https://www.tallahassee.com/story/news/2018/04/16/judg
e-drops-charges-against-playbig-co-owner/520371002/

Even the DOAH judge, Garnett Chisenhall, remarked in
the Jan. 27, 2017 order (paragraph 116): “The search
warrant contains no information about what information
led the circuit court judge to sign the warrant. In fact, the
search warrant does not even enumerate MFCU’s
allegations against Petitioners [PlayBig].”

A judge in Tallahassee has dismissed Medicaid fraud
charges against a former owner of PlayBig Therapy,
finding that the case hinged on alleged violations of state
agency rules, not criminal statutes

That afternoon, the Agency for Health Care
Administration (AHCA), according to court documents,
acted without any evidence and only the words of MFCU
investigators, when it suspended PlayBig’s Medicaid
benefits.
PlayBig owners promptly retained legal counsel and
requested formal administrative hearings. On May 12,
2016, the case was referred to DOAH for hearing.
Claiming concern that the hearing would force AHCA to
disclose information and compromise MFCU’s ongoing
criminal investigation, AHCA reinstated PlayBig’s ability
to bill Medicaid on May 18.
According to paragraph 97 of the DOAH order, “AHCA’s
lifting of the payment suspension amounted to an
unconditional surrender.”
It also prompted a petition by PlayBig to recoup attorney
fees.

Fitzpatrick wrote that AHCA is free to adopt Medicaid
program requirements and enforce them through the
administrative process. But, he said in the ruling, the
agency “may not criminalize behavior and subject
persons to criminal penalties based on mere violations of
administrative rules.”
“Any criminal prosecution must be based on the language
of a statute adopted by the Legislature,” he wrote.
“Anything less than that would allow unelected
bureaucrats from an administrative agency to adopt rules
which would subject citizens of this state to criminal
prosecutions for behaviors that are clearly not prohibited
by an appropriately adopted criminal statute. Florida’s
Constitution simply does not allow this behavior.”

Look in this report as they send the
prepayment review letter to 165 providers

https://ahca.myflorida.com/Executive/Inspector_General/docs/OIGAnnualReports/2015-16-AHCA-OIG-Annual-Report.pdf

They send you the letter of prepayment review the providers,
will have 90 days without being able to collect, and I have seen cases where after 90
days they tell you in another letter that they send you more information, and they are 90
days more without being able to collect.

Supposedly “legally” are ruining many Medicaid providers

A letter like this is sent to providers for the prepayment review

These letters are signed by Tim Helms, and Gloria Brady

Here are eight points to deny the claims

Since they entered the email of Judith and these emails are not .... but we had taken copy to all the emails we had with them
And here you can see that since September

15 we were sending everything they asked us, by fax and email

Remember that it is a false report of a mother who says that
her son was only 2 days and we charge 5
The day 16 of Nov they sent us the letter of Prepayment Review
These Emails also disappeared from Judith's email account when they entered in March,
but in February we had copied them

In the evidences of
the investigative
notes McCurdy lies
saying:

NOW ONLY SAYS IN THE REPORT THAT WAS FOR AN OVERLAPPING TIMES

The investigator Touckay Mccurdy falsely
informed her superiors that the reason for
denying the bills for 1.447.233,55 was
only an overlapping times, when they
denied the claims for eight false reasons

July 11 Mccurdy, says that only has evidence of Ariana and Keiralys, were overlapping that was given by

On
Mariana

Touckay Mccurdy:

On

June 13 Dimaria says that the amount of overlapping was $ 55.237,95, they contradict her statements

John Dimaria:

My former lawyer has among the
evidence that the investigators sent him
the IP addresses of those who entered
my emails and the date they entered.
Deleting the emails that were my proofs,
and for which they did not have an order
to enter.
Now he tells me that this is not important
and that he can not show me

They entered our mail from March, erasing thousands of email,
where we warned Mariana to remove the hours of therapy where Dr Herman.
None of the other receptionists towards this

Now they say that they want permission on July 11, and since March they
had entered and

erased us the emails

These are the ads that google sent us on Mar 24, 2017,

The previous lawyer said that he did not worry that they could not enter and they would not do anything to me with that, but they erased my emails

This report shows that Agent McCurdy, who when her boss captain Tilley,
accuses her of an illegal search warrant, She report to him for
discrimination.
The captain Tilley, can declare as a Witness

https://statics3.lobbytools.com/docs/2013/7/1/58299_dbpr_inspector_gen
eral_report_2013_071_ia.pdf

They charged us with fraud over $ 50,000, when, according to McCurdy's investigative notes, they only had evidence of
an overlapping of less than $ 20,000. so they could not formulate those charge

In the evidences
of the
investigative
notes McCurdy
lies saying:

Angels had been placed on prepaid review by AHCA and denied claims by Angels for
$1,447,233.55 because of discrepancies in AHCA's review of billing submitted by Benech.
Ultimately, AHCA paid $4,968.00 of the denied claims. The reason given by AHCA for denial of
claims were that there were overlapping times for the services rendered to Angels clients and
the employee timesheets were not consistent with the service notes.
Two Medicaid recipients, A.G. and K.A. were clients of Angels and Dr. Herman.
A.G. was billed for 107 instances for double billing of $3 ,612.15 to Medicaid.
K.A. was billed for 107 instances of double billing adding up to $7,100.10.

59G-9.070 Administrative Sanctions on Providers, Entities, and Persons.
(1) Purpose: This rule provides notice of administrative sanctions imposed upon a provider,
entity, or person for each violation of any Medicaid-related law.

(d) Where the audit report does not include an
overpayment determination, it only applies a sanction,
and where a fine is assessed for violations that are a
“first offense” as set forth in this rule, the cumulative
amount of the fine shall not exceed $20,000; where the
violations are a “second offense” as set forth in this
rule, the cumulative amount of the fine shall not
exceed $50,000; where the violations are a “third or
subsequent offense” as set forth in this rule, there are
no limits on the cumulative amount of the fine to be
applied.

As Judith told them that we were going to continue as a school,
the only option to take away our licenses was to take ours to jail

The Florida Department of Education, sent us this
letter that we have to return all the money from the
scholarships

The department of education sent us a false check,
from a child who had another scholarship

Now look.
There was a mother Billie Jo Cruz, who told us more than 20 times,
she wanted to work with us….

And Judith is getting her STEP UP Scholarship for her son since August

This is the letter they refer to in the alleged Orlando
Sentinel investigation

http://www.orlandosentinel.com/features/education/os-floridaschool-voucher-investigation-1018-htmlstory.html

http://www.orlandosentinel.com/features/education/school-zone/os-orange-closed-school-autism-20170210-story.html

We have never charged parents anything

If your child is in homeschooling…. because she says that
a charter school UCP of central Florida (formerly United
Cerebral Palsy), do a good job meeting that demand.
http://www.orlandosentinel.com/opinion/os-florida-schools-voucher-accountability-20170228-story.html

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rick_Scott
Governor Rick Scott Announces Proposed $100 Million for Florida Charter Schools in the “KEEP FLORIDA WORKING”
Budget
http://miami.cbslocal.com/2017/06/15/florida-govscott-sign-bill-students-charter-schools/

http://www.tampabay.com/news/politics/stateroundup/gov-rick-scott-signs-state-budget-in-private-with-little-notice/2234704
http://www.latimes.com/politics/la-pol-updates-everything-president-trump-plugs-visit-to-orlando-1488579528-htmlstory.html

Look how many schools for children with disabilities
have been denounced and closed for the same

http://lwveducation.com/rotten-to-the-core-cheating-children/

http://www.miaminewtimes.com/news/mckay-scholarship-the-fraud-hall-of-shame-6530988

More than 26 schools for children with disabilities falsely accused of scholarship fraud

This Case too is make for the investigator
Touckay Mccurdy

Or how they are torturing autistic children in Florida….

Or how they publicly humiliated us with their lies ....

Watch this
video on
Youtube

After I gave my lawyer all this info.
they started a campaign to close more schools, and they arrest me again

They arrests me again the day we were going to go to pre-trial in the court
and that's where the lawyer threatens me not to tell the judge anything about
this, because they could arrest my son too

It is there where the investigators, discover that Attorney general of
the state PAM BONDI sends email to Darlene Simmons that in that
moment was the prosecutor of the case.

After a month in jail, because my
lawyer did not introduce the motion
where it was shown that there was no
witness tampering.
That I have never spoken with Judith,
just send her all the evidence and this
presentation, Because my former
lawyer set me up by showing me the
interview they did with Judith and
where her lawyer cheated on her, and
they made her reach an agreement
for $ 80,000, if she accepted that she
was voluntarily giving them the
emails.

Now I show you my case,
in case something can
interest you for his
defendant

Previously, there were three types of providers for the same service
APPLIED BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS (ABA)
Alerts 2012-2015

Community Behavior Health Handbook
Services Providers # 05

DEVOPMENTAL DISABILITIES
Home-Community Based Services
Waiver Ibudget Handbook
Providers # 67

Early Intervention Services Handbook
Providers # 81

BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS (BA)

Fee Schedule
(Approved January-2016)
Now all these
providers are
grouped into one

Our group is authorized to
perform group therapies
according
Medicaid Approval Letter
for Billing purpose
since MAY 2016

APPLIED BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS (ABA)

PLACE OF SERVICES
(Alerts
Community Behavior Health Services
Providers

2012-2015)

Home-Community Based Services
DEVOPMENTAL DISABILITIES
Waiver Providers

BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS (BA)

PLACE OF SERVICES
(Approved January/2016)

Early Intervention Services
Providers

Behavior Analysis Services Handbook
PROVIDER # 39

MEDICAID APPROVAL LETTER
FOR BILLING PURPOSE
Behavior Analysis Services – Provider # 39

The Judge
orders
Seizure
related to
the company

They took
everything
personal from
my house, my
husband and my
son

EMAIL SENT TO:
MEDICAID POLICY DIRECTORS (AHCA)
AGENCY OF PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES DIRECTORS ( APD)

First question:
I have a question and I do not know if you can answer it or refer me to someone who can answer it.
In The iBudget Waiver Handbook says the following:
Providers of this service must have at least one of the following credentials
• Level 3 - Florida certified behavior analyst with a bachelor’s degree, associate’s degree, or high school diploma, or boardcertified assistant behavior analyst. Level 3 providers are required to show evidence of at least one hour per month of
supervision from a professional who meets the requirements of a Level 1 or Level 2 board certified behavior analyst.
Mi question Is:
What do you mean by Level 3, "or high school diploma”?

Wan Ahmad, Ph.D.
Senior Psychologist/ABA - NW Region Agency for Persons with Disabilities
- Please note that in the past, individuals with a High School diploma, Associate degree or bachelor's degree sat for a Florida
certified behavior analyst assessment and was awarded a Florida Certified Behavior Analyst certification when they passed the
test. However, in October 2003, there had been changes to the certification of behavior analysts and Florida Certified Behavior
Analyst (FL-CBAs). New behavior analysts (Level 1, 2 and 3) and BCaBAs are issued by Behavior Analyst Certification Board®.
Please see the narrative from the BACB.com regarding FL-CBAs below:
Florida Certified Behavior Analysts (FL-CBAs)
In October 2003, the BACB assumed all credentialing responsibilities for former certificants of the Florida Behavior Analysis
Certification Program under the Florida Department of Children and Families. This program has closed and all of its certification
responsibilities and certificants have been transferred to the BACB*. Former Florida program certificants are permitted to
continue using only the following designations: Florida Certified Behavior Analyst™ and FL-CBA™.
FL-CBAs have the responsibilities of the BCBA credential and must adhere to its ethics and maintenance requirements. The FLCBA credential is only valid in the state of Florida.
*Credential monitored by the Florida Behavior Analyst Certification Committee.
Recertification and renewal applications for the FL-CBA credential are available
FL-CBA Recertification Application
FL-CBA Renewal Application at bacb.com

Note: This DD Ibudget Handbook was approved the day 9/03/2015

Zachariah L. Sims, B.S., BCaBA

Behavior Specialist
Agency for Persons with Disabilities Northeast Region, Field Office 3
With respect to the Behavior Analysis service at the Level 3 rate, there are two acceptable levels of credential
provide by the Behavior Analysis Certification Board (BACB): Florida Certified Behavior Analysts (FL-CBAs) and
Board Certified Assistant Behavior Analysts (BCaBAs). FL-CBAs are individuals who were working as behavior
analysts when the board certification process first came together. They did not, at that time, demonstrate the
necessary requirements for true certification, but that the government did not want to exclude those individuals
from being able to continue with their livelihoods. So, they were grand-fathered in, and allowed to continue
practicing under the title Florida CBA. BCaBAs have met the requirements and passed the Board's test.
If the individual you are seeking this information was not a Florida CBA when the certification process came to be
in Florida, they are ineligible to become one now. All others must be certified through the BACB as either a Board
Certified Behavior Analyst (with a Master's degree or higher) or as a Board Certified Assistant Behavior Analyst
(with a Bachelor's degree or higher); there are no exceptions.

Merari Perez
Regional Clinical Program Supervisor/Forensic Liaison
Agency for Persons with Disabilities (APD) Central Region
Ms. Navarro, sorry for the delay in this response. If you were a Florida Certified Behavioral Analyst (FCBA) you
could have had a high school diploma, who was certified and "grandfathered" in. We no longer have this, so
those CBA that fell under that can practice analysis.
New CBA as of 1986 (or shortly after that) would need a Bachelor's Degrees and specific courses relevant to
behavioral analysis.

Karen Eramo
Provider Enrollment – Agency for Persons with Disabilities (APD) Central Region
Let me see, what can I say about level 3 behavior Analysts...They are certainly above a Behavior Assistant, they
cannot perform assessments and must have oversight/ supervision of a BA with higher credentials.
• Level 3 - Florida certified behavior analyst is the certification when they refer to the education bachelor’s degree,
associate’s degree, or high school diploma it would not matter so much the education as you see a wide range, just
the certification.

Wayne Sager, MA, BCBA
Senior Behavior Analyst - Agency for Persons with Disabilities Tampa, FL
You cannot become Florida certified anymore, although if someone is a Florida certified behavior analyst (was
certified in the past and has maintained it), they can still provide services as a supervised behavior analyst. The
requirements in the past to become a Florida certified behavior analyst required at least a high school
diploma, which is why that statement in in there.
If someone is looking to become a new Level 3, they would have to become a board-certified behavior analyst,
which requires at least a bachelor's degree.

Dr.Michael Wesolowski
Sr. Behavior Specialist - Agency for Persons with Disabilities Southern Region
Supervision of level 3 people (BCaBAs and Florida CaBAs) is a board (BACB) requirement and must be done only
by a BCBA, not LMHCs. RBTs are not level 3 but need supervision by a BCBA.

requirement and must be done only by a BCBA, not LMHCs

Second question
Could you clarify what you are referring to in The Florida Medicaid Developmental Disabilities Individual Budgeting Waiver
Services Provider Rate, incorporated by reference in Rule 59G-13.070, F.A.C.? Table says the following:
Behavior Analysis - Level 3

Ratio: NONE

Ratio: When a service can be delivered to one or more than one recipient at a time. Each ratio is given a rate based on the
number of recipients served and each recipient is charged that rate. Ratios of 1:1, 1:2, and 1:3 are examples of recipients
served by a relationship of one staff to one recipient, one staff to two recipients, and one staff to three recipients,
respectively. A ratio of 1:6–10 indicates the rate applies to a staff member serving 6 to 10 recipients.
My question is:
There is some specific ratio to provide this service, in level 3?

Merari Perez
Sr. Behavior Specialist - Agency for Persons with Disabilities Southern Region
The Question below regarding ratio only applies to Life Skills : i.e. Adult Day Training (ADT) programs that is funded
through the Medicaid Waiver program.
State Plan Medicaid program for Behavioral Analysis has a code for Group Therapy that may have ratios, but you would
have to get guidance from Agency for HealthCare Administration (AHCA).

Sr. Behavior Specialist - Agency for Persons with Disabilities Southern Region
I know of no specific ratio for BCaBAs (level 3)

DEVOPMENTAL DISABILITIES Home-Community Based Services Waiver
Ibudget Handbook
Fee Schedule

Third Question
I have the provider of license num. 67 since 2015, and I have a question about DD iBudget Handbook
That handbook refers to the following:
Indirect services provided to support behavioral programming include the daily progress notes documenting the
activities, data collection, and analysis.
In addition, indirect activities that occur when the recipient is not present that are required to support behavior analysis
can include behavior plan development and revision, graphing and analysis of data, providing consultation to other
professionals, presentation of a recipient’s behavior plan to the APD LRC, and attending meetings relevant to the
recipient’s treatment, including the recipient's treatment team, psychiatrist, and school related meetings. Providers can
only bill for indirect services up to a maximum of 25% of the total units for the cost plan year. In those cases, where
service hours are limited to four hours or less per month, an average of one hour per month maximum can be billed for
indirect services.
Mi question Is:
This can also be that if the service is limited to 8 hours, 25% of those eight hours is 2 hours, Can be billed for indirect
services?

Wan Ahmad, Ph.D
Good afternoon,
I am forwarding your question to Dr. Weslowski and Dr. Molina and I am unfamiliar with the complete situation that
gives rise to your question.
Please note that Dr. Weslowski and Dr. Molina are the Area Behavior Analysts in your Region and may be fully aware
of the question that you posed. I am also aware that there are some situations that I may not be privy to or any
extenuating circumstances surrounding your question, so I believe that Dr. Weslowski and Dr. Molina would be able to
assist you in resolving your question. Thank you.

The answer is easy: yes 25% of 8=2

Interoffice Memorandum

Behavior Analysis Coverage Policy
Frequently Asked Questions

18. Question: Is telemedicine allowed in this policy?
Response: Yes. Telemedicine is available to practitioners licensed within their scope of
practice to perform the service, in accordance with Florida Medicaid’s telemedicine policy.

Fee Schedule and Billing
3. Question: What are the rates for all covered services listed under the BA policy and when can I start billing for services?
What are the rates for each provider type?

Response: The Behavior Analysis fee schedule is located on the Agency Rules website under reimbursement policies.
Providers may begin billing for BA services starting March 1, 2017. The rate for each provider type is outlined in the
description section of the fee schedule.
The rate for a Registered Behavior Technician (RBT) and a Behavior Assistant are the same. A copy of the fee schedule is
provided below:

4. Question: In terms of group code, is there a different rate for a RBT vs a BCBA when conducting group therapy?
Response: No. The rate for all BA group services, regardless of provider type, is listed in the BA Fee Schedule under Behavior
Analysis-Group (view fee schedule above).

14. Question: Are we able to provide services in schools and day cares?
Response: Yes. There is no limitation on the place of service. Providers should render BA services in the most appropriate
setting relevant to the behavior problem(s) being addressed.

Four Question
I had a contract with you to provide Behavior Analysis services, and I received from you the Letter of Authorization to render
my services in the central region and the southern region.
Could you clarify this?
With these authorizations that you have sent me, could I work in both regions at the same time and was authorized to do so?
I am sending you, in attachment, both authorizations

Provider Enrollment – Agency for Persons with Disabilities (APD) Central Region
Sure, you have gone through an Expansion process and are now authorized to preform service both in your home
region (Southern) and the Central Region. Southern Region will remain your Home Region and assist you will all
things regarding your provider file and the upkeep of your Medicaid Waiver Service Agreement.
Yes, you can work in both regions at the same time. Thanks, Karen

On 2017-05-18 15:00, Michael Wesolowski wrote:
On 2017-05-22 16:06, Michael Wesolowski wrote:

I don't understand
You are no longer a provider in Southern region.

Five question
I have the provider of license num. 67 since 2015, and I have a question about the alerts that the Medicaid sends us.
In these alerts, reference is made to the "group setting", if the Medicaid Definitions Handbook Rule 59G-1.010. refers
to Group as
“Group” or “Group practice” means two or more health care practitioners who practice their profession at a common
location, whether or not they share common facilities, supporting staff, or equipment, and which organization possesses a
federal employer identification (FEI) number.
Mi question Is:
When referring to group in the alerts is referred to group of providers?

Mary "Monty" McCullough

AHCA Administrator - Bureau of Medicaid Services
• On 2017-05-17 11:52, McCullough, Mary wrote: Good morning Ms. Navarro. I'm not sure I have enough
information to assist you. There are many alerts provided by Florida Medicaid. Do you have examples?

• On 2017-05-17 12:17, McCullough, Mary wrote: Thank you for the clarification, Ms. Navarro. You will be
hearing from policy staff associated with this alert
• On 2017-05-19 11:26, McCullough, Mary wrote: Ms. Navarro, This alert doesn't reference Rule 59G-1.010
(Definition rule), so I forwarded your question to the policy area responsible for the alert. Did you receive an
email from Devon Tran, who is on our policy staff?

Devon Tran, MSW
Medical Health Care Program Analyst - Agency for Health Care Administration
Bureau of Medicaid Policy - Behavioral Health & Facilities
• On 2017-05-18 12:39, Tran, Devon wrote: Hello Ms. Navarro, I was forwarded your question below. Can you
please provide me with your phone number so that I may contact you for clarification?
• On 2017-05-18 14:30, Tran, Devon wrote: I requested your contact information in order to receive additional
clarity regarding your request. I was hoping to speak with you in order to ensure that I provide you with the correct
information. If you do not wish to speak with me, please provide references regarding the provider type and policy
you are referring to for a "group" definition.
• On 2017-05-18 14:55, Tran, Devon wrote: Thank you for the additional information. Allow me to research your
inquiry and provide you with a response as soon as possible.
• On 2017-05-22 13:43, Tran, Devon wrote:
Good Afternoon, There is no Agency definition for "group setting." The term "group setting" as it appears in the
October 2015 health care alert for Individual Budgeting Home and Community-Based Services Waiver providers
furnishing applied behavior analysis(ABA) services to recipients under the age of 21 refers the ability of providers
to seek reimbursement for ABA services rendered to multiple recipients simultaneously.
The alerts states "Billing for ABA in a group setting is not allowable," therefore, providers are unable to seek
reimbursement for multiple recipients at the same time under the above referenced policy for ABA services.
If you require additional assistance, please contact the Medicaid Helpline at 1(877)-254-1055.

My answer was:

Thanks for your explanation Mrs Davon
But the ABA Policy for which you are responsible allows according to the fee schedule published since
January 2016, Allows to carry out group therapies, and for which I also have the provider license num 39
since May 2016 for billing purposes.
And the handbook by which this alert refers shows in the table that there is no ratio to perform these
therapies in a group
- The Florida Medicaid Developmental Disabilities Individual Budgeting Waiver Services Provider Rate used
in conjunction with the Florida Medicaid Developmental Disabilities Individual Budgeting Waiver Services
Coverage and Limitations Handbook, incorporated by reference
in Rule 59G-13.070, F.A.C. Table says the following:
Behavior Analysis - Level 3

Ratio: NONE

Ratio: When a service can be delivered to one or more than one recipient at a time. Each ratio is given a
rate based on the number of recipients served and each recipient is charged that rate. Ratios of 1:1, 1:2,
and 1:3 are examples of recipients served by a relationship of one staff to one recipient, one staff to two
recipients, and one staff to three recipients, respectively. A ratio of 1:6–10 indicates the rate applies to a staff
member serving 6 to 10 recipients.
So how is it possible that two published laws can say different things for the same service?

On 2017-05-22 16:27, Tran, Devon wrote: Ms. Navarro,

As previously stated, the information contained in the October 2015 health care alert is applicable to
Ibudget providers (provider type 67) furnishing applied behavior analysis(ABA) services to recipients under
the age of 21.
The alert specifically states that billing for ABA in a group setting is not allowable (located on page 2 under
Service Codes and Reimbursement Rates).
Provider type 39 is the Behavior Analysis provider type. The policy for the Behavior Analysis providers can
be found by visiting the Rules webpage on the Agency's website. I have provided the link to the Behavior
Analysis Services policy below for your convenience.
If you require additional assistance with understanding the provisions listed in the Developmental
Disabilities Induvial Budgeting Waiver Services Coverage and Limitations Handbook, please let me know
so that I may refer you to the appropriate area.
http://ahca.myflorida.com/medicaid/review/specific_policy.shtml Thank you,

My answer was:
Thank you so much for your help Can you refer to the appropriate area?

On 2017-05-23 09:12, Tran, Devon wrote:
You're welcome.
You can email your questions regarding the Developmental Disabilities Induvial Budgeting Waiver Services
Coverage and Limitations Handbook the Agency's general Federal Authorities
email box:

FEDERALAUTHORITIESMAILBOX@ahca.myflorida.com.

Thank you

My answer was:
Mrs. Davon
Thank you for referring me to the wrong person, I hope the judge will consider that you, as a public official of
the state, are failing to give adequate information to the providers.
With a simple search in Google you can know who you referred, I give you the link
Google
FEDERALAUTHORITIESMAILBOX@ahca.myflorida.com.
Search Results
The Agency for Health Care Administration - MyFlorida.com
The Commission for Florida Law Enforcement Accreditation Invites Public Comment on AHCA's Office of the
Inspector General's Investigations Unit. For more ...

False conclusions
in affidavit
According to the probable cause
of fraud

Alert says that “group therapy

is not allowed

According to, Florida, Medicaid Health Care Alerts, dated 01/17,12014 and 08/2015

“ Billing for ABA services in a group setting is not allowable".

59G-1.010 Definitions.
The following definitions are applicable to all sections of Chapter 59G, F.A.C., unless specifically stated otherwise in one of
those sections. These definitions do not apply to any Agency for Health Care Administration (Agency), Medicaid program
rules other than those in Chapter 59G, F.A.C.:

“Group” or “Group practice” means two or more
health care practitioners who practice their
profession at a common location, whether or not
they share common facilities, supporting staff,
or equipment, and which organization
possesses a federal employer identification
(FEI) number.

• A look of concern came over Maria Navarro’s face and she stated that she is the
only one at Angels responsible for knowing that group therapy is not allowed

In all reports they say that the Initial Complaint came by Micah's father, now in the Orlando
Sentinel it is published that he was a teacher
And that's why they deleted the emails from the Judith Account

The initial complaint that came into Medicaid Fraud was based on a family's review of their Explanation of Benefits(EOB).
M.J-B. was diagnosed with autism by age 3. Based on an award of a McKay scholarship, Micah was removed from public
school and enrolled in "Angel's Center for Autism", a private school.
Because the family had 4-5 years of experience dealing with autism and the Medicaid system, they were caught off guard
when reviewing the EOB. The father of M.J-B., Daniel Jean-Baptiste wrote,
"We became concerned when we saw the Medicaid statement for the previous month totaling $8,248.65 for ABA services at
the new school we had our son registered in.. He had only been at this particular school location for the span of about one
month, and yet they've managed to charge over $8,000 in ABA services."
A check of Medicaid billing reveals that M.J-B. was billed 8 hours of ABA therapy for 128 days at the rate of $4l.40 per hour
which adds up to $42,393.60. If ABA therapy occurred for 2 hours a day, then the additional $31,795.20 is fraudulent.
The license of the previous Micah Therapy Provider was
Community Behavior Health Services which only allows 9 hours of therapies in public School
COMMUNITY BEHAVIOR
HEALTH SERVICES HANDBOOK

DEVOPMENTAL DISABILITIES
Home-Community Based
Services Waiver

"Angel's Center for Autism",
a private school

Our license is different is called DEVOPMENTAL DISABILITIES Home-Community Based Services Waiver
and allows 8 hours a day of therapies in our offices

http://www.orlandosentinel.com/features/education/os-floridaschool-voucher-investigation-1018-htmlstory.html

COMMUNITY BEHAVIOR HEALTH SERVICES HANDBOOK
Fee Schedule

Only 9 Hrs x month
in Public School

The analyst DiMaria made that conclusion only with the testimony of Andres Delgado
No research was done to know if it was true or not what Andres Delgado said.
The Analyst di Maria does not have
any certification as a Investigator

Medicaid recipient records collected during the inspection followed the described path to Autism. Children were diagnosed with
Autism by a primary care Physician. Once diagnosed, an authorization for treatment was then submitted to Medicaid.
The children also had Assessments and prescribed treatment plans on file. he Assessments were all individual to each child but
all prescribed extensive one-to-one therapy by BCBA Rita Garcia.

The Medicaid is obliged to pay the 40 hours to all the children with autism,
only with a prescription of the doctor, by
Prescription

The Therapies
only can be
prescribed by
the child’s
principal Dr.

Authorization

And
Authorized by
letter sent to
the parents by
the Medicaid

an order of a federal judge
Assessment

In the
Assessment
made by BCBA,
It’s only
recommending
that they can do

Treatment Plan

The Treatment
Plan Indicate in
which
Modalities can
be given
Individual or
Group therapy

H2019HN - Therapeutic Behavioral Services. This code is used for one-to-one ABA
services

H2019 : Therapeutic behavioral services, per 15 minutes
This is the legal definition of the code, at no time here is named one to one

HN = Mental Health Practitioner or
Bachelor Degree Level (Clinical Trainee)
HN = Hospital to Skilled Nursing Facility (SNF)
AMBULANCE CODE MODIFIER TABLE

Community Behavior Health Handbook
Fee Schedule

Florida Medicaid Developmental Disabilities
Individual Budgeting Waiver Services
Provider Rate Table
This table is to be used in conjunction with the Florida Medicaid Developmental Disabilities Individual Budgeting Waiver
Services Coverage and Limitations Handbook, incorporated by reference in Rule 59G-13.070, F.A.C.

As a result, all claims billed by Angels for Procedure Code H2019 UD HN is
fraudulent that were submitted by RBT's Delgado, Valero, and Fernandez
since they did not possess a bachelor degree

• Level 3
Florida certified behavior analyst with a bachelor’s degree,
associate’s degree, or high school diploma, or board-certified
assistant behavior analyst. Level 3 providers are required to show
evidence of at least one hour per month of supervision from a
professional who meets the requirements of a Level 1 or Level 2
board certified behavior analyst.

Of the 22,145 total claims under billing code H2019 UD HN, it has been determined
that 21,786 claims were over the allotted amount of 2 hours

Based on concerns of the families for the treatment of their autistic
children at Angels, a records inspection was conducted at the school.
On November 22, 2016, Orlando Medicaid Fraud Control Unit (MFCU)
Analyst DiMaria, Investigator Sommersdorf and Lieutenant. Cronin
conducted a statutory records inspection at Angels business office,
located at 4417 East Colonial Drive, Orlando, FL 32803
Angels Center for Autism
4417 E Colonial Dr
Orlando – Fl 32803

Angels Learning Elementary
9270 SW 150 AVE
Miami – Fl 33196

Angels Therapy Services
9280 SW 150 AVE
Miami – Fl 33196

Angels Vocational Institute
775 Warner Ln
Orlando Fl 32803

Heaven Academy
2807 Edgewater Dr
Orlando Fl 32804

WE HAVE
All progress notes are different,
signed by parents and
therapists
2,4,6 to 8 Hrs. x Day
All Services Log - Bus
Route signed by parents
8 to 10 Hrs. x Day

All Check pay to therapists

6 to 8 hrs x Day

revealed that the co-mingling of the fraudulent funds was used
to purchase numerous vehicles
to purchase a 2015 Ford White Transit Van Vin # 1FBZX2ZMOFKA2095l

to purchase a 2015 White Ford Van Transit Vin # 1FBZX2ZM4FKA64743

to purchase a 2015 Ford White Transit Van Vin# 1FBZX2ZMXFKB06400

to purchase a 2015 White Ford Van Transit Vin # 1FBZX2ZMXFKA32685

to purchase a 2015 White Ford Van Transit Vin # 1FBZX2ZM2FKA53739

to purchase a 2015 Ford White Transit Van Vin # 1FBZX2ZM6FKA31419

to purchase a 2015 Ford White Transit Van Vin # 1FBZX2ZM1FKA5362I

Analysis of Significant Banking Transactions

Within a year,
Angels Medicaid Account transferred

$ 2, 684,900.00
in fraudulent funds into
Angels Therapy Center located in Miami
at 14520 SW 81h Street Miami, FL

ANGELS do

not own

a Wells Fargo Bank account called
ANGELS THERAPY CENTER

In the Sunbiz appears a company called
CREATIVE CHILDREN THERAPY INC.

in that location

My Company is

ANGELS CREATIVE CHILDRENS THERAPY LLC

Account In Miami
Called
ANGELS THERAPY CENTER
In BANK OF AMERICA
Located in 9260 Hammocks Blvd
Suite 202 Miami Fl 33196

$10.195

Total Transferred according all
bank statement in one year

False conclusions
in affidavit
According to former employee

They had already created a company together since September
Detail by Entity Name
Florida Not For Profit Corporation

WE ARE ONE MEDICAL GROUP, INC
Filing Information
Document Number
N16000007002
FEI/EIN Number
81-3448452
Date Filed
07/08/2016
State
FL
Status
ACTIVE

Principal Address
3169 CARTHAGE COURT
ORLANDO, FL 32837
Mailing Address
3169 CARTHAGE COURT
ORLANDO, FL 32837

Registered Agent Name & Address
DELGADO, ANDRES
3169 CARTHAGE COURT
ORLANDO, FL 32837

Officer/Director Detail
Name & Address
Title C
DELGADO, ANDRES
3169 CARTHAGE COURT
ORLANDO, FL 32837
Title T
ROMERO, MARIANA
3130 TERRY BROOK DRIVE #612
WINTER PARK, FL 32792
Title D
RODRIGUEZ, MARIANELLA
3169 CARTHAGE CT
ORLANDO, FL 32837

Title D
FERNANDEZ, LUIS
3167 WHISPER LANE LN APT A
WINTER PARK, FL 32792

Interview with Former Employee, Andres Delgado
On November 30, 2016
Delgado observed that the "mission" at Angels had changed.
At first, the care of the children seemed to be important.
Now, the main emphasis seems to be financial gain.
Delgado stated that he does not steal and it offended him that Angels would steal in his name

The narrative would document activities during the sessions and then the office manager,
Benech or Maria Navarro would inset the narrative into the Progress Note
used to bill Medicaid
Interview with Former Employee, Mariana Romero
Romero was solely trained by Maria Navarro to transfer the
Registered Behavioral Technicians' (RBT) progress notes from
·'Catalyst" (Angels Electronic Medical Records (EMR) Software)
to "Clinic Source" (Angels EMR Software).
Interview with Employee, Angely Volero
Volero confirmed that all the notes were from her for all 5
children on 11/2/16. Medicaid billing for each child reflects 32
units (8 hrs) of billing for each child on 11/2/16 for I: I therapy
Interview of Employee, Luis Fernandez
Fernandez stated that at one time, Mariana Romero was tasked
to input the 8 hours of service for each recipient in Fernandez's
progress notes.
Delgado was surprised to learn that the Progress Note contained his electronic signature,
hence suggesting that he drafted the documents

Documents were provided by Delgado that showed a class schedule and Therapy schedule, with each client
being scheduled for just one hour of 1:1 therapy.

Why it comes to the conclusion where they say that they gave two hours of therapies of 1:1?

Interview with Former Employee, Andres Delgado

Delgado recalled working with Angels client K.S. for three (3) days and providing two (2) hours of 1:1 therapy each day
When he was an RBT, Delgado says that he never gave 8 hours of ABA therapy. At the most, he gave 2 hours of ABA therapy
Interview with Former Employee, Mariana Romero
As Angels student population grew, Romero told the parents that the student will be pulled aside for approximately 1 hour a
day for 1:1 ABA therapy
Torres was the person who created the schedule for ABA sessions for each child (which was only slotted for 1 hour).
Interview with Employee, Angely Volero
At one point, Volero says that she had documented only 4 units (1 hr) of 1:1 therapy for child A.A. Maria Navarro told
Volero through Mariana Romero that if Volero did not document 32 units (8 hrs), she would be fired
Your Affiant next showed Volero Progress notes for LG., J.C. and J.C. All the progress notes were for 11/2/16 and had
matching text except for the names and cereal.
Volero confirmed that all the notes were from her for all 5 children on 11/2/16. Medicaid billing for each child reflects 32
units (8 hrs)
Interview of Employee, Luis Fernandez
Fernandez works in class #12 as the RBT. Andres Delgado is the teacher
Fernandez says that he does not really provide 1:1. he actually controls the children in a group setting
In calculating the fraudulent amount, Angels was given credit for 2 hours of ABA services for each child per day.

At this point we can show the videos showing that the therapists do not
perform 1:1 therapy

In June of 2015, Delgado was asked by the Angels owner, Maria Navarro to relocated from Miami to Orlando, Florida
and work at the recently opened Angels office; 4417 East Colonial Drive, Orlando, Orange County, Florida. Delgado
agreed to do so and subsequently obtained a RBT certificate and began employment at the Orlando location.

They created a company like ours in September called:
WE ARE ONE MEDICAL GROUP, INC
Title VC

Daniella Sullivan
MBA, MPH, Clinical and Administrative Health Care Professional
Florida Department of Health, Osceola County Orlando, Florida Area

SULLIVAN, DANIELLA
3169 CARTHAGE COURT
ORLANDO, FL 32837

Title D
SULLIVAN, SEAN
3169 CARTHAGE CT
ORLANDO, FL 32837

When we opened the Office of Orlando Andres Delgado and Mariana Romero,
they worked in the administration and received extra money….Just Like Judith Benech
The mother of Andres is Director in the Florida Dept. Health Hospital.

In the last interview of, Mariana Romero says that Maria only gave
her $ 2000 extras,
Maria have all the checks that show that have given them
$ 22.874,45
Listen in the last interview of Mariana Romero

as she says:

“that they all met to
plan how they had to
say things”

And it's recorded in the
evidence of the
investigations, where
they say it

Delgado was sure that the Progress Notes contained his narratives, but was upset to learn that Angels
billed K.S. for eight (8) hours (9a-5p) of 1:1 therapy (H2019), although K.S. did not receive the services
that were billed by Angels
was impossible since K.S. only arrived at Angels at approximately 9:30am and left the facility at
approximately 3:30pm, so K.S. was only on campus for (6) hours each day

Efren Gonzalez, already stated in a sworn statement
• that he supervised all of them
• that they were trained to put the corresponding hours on the program
• and that they worked all day with their respective children

although K.S. did not receive the services that were billed by Angels
On September 15, Inspector Thomas Cronin, asks us to send him the notes, and all the File of Kiddani Sanchez

Because the mother of KS denounced us to Medicaid,
saying that her son had only gone to the center two days and we charged five to Medicaid
She later acknowledged that her son had gone to the center five days

This Mother and Jaels’mother

They are “friends of the church” of Marielena Rodriguez,
Grandmother of Andres and who was bus driver in Angels
and is also registered in the company that they created

Interview with Former Employee, Mariana Romero
On December 8, 2016

RBT's were not aware of the Clinic Source notes that were submitted by Romero, nor did the RBTs sign the notes.
Romero advised that the RBTs did not have access to Clinic Source and the only people who did was Benech,
"Felipe" who worked in Miami, Maria Navarro, and Vicnan Torres.

Notes Signed for all therapists

Emails sent by Mariana in Sept 16 to the therapists with the access keys

62 Children sent to Medicaid for review
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62

Number
9525250393
9531636508
7989877791
9489735884
9498048681
9548603284
9261904661
9549327582
9491743360
9507477373
9517273118
9474134391
9522331368
9522331384
9522331376
9525686205
7963638366
9515070074
9503401097
7959272565
9261479529
9494699513
9477637661
9475874275
8906264526
9519655328
9539229057
9471621585
9462411069
9510292478
9541656595
9489459054
9546399043
9457275322
9495916968
9455226626
9514674685
9263794197
9503534275
9445623797
9481168875
9546658715
8890103116
9523075713
9547587334
9461023570
9509742155
9538386426
9541333923
9476506709
9427509031
8907381976
9541334466
9458006597
9510304859
9497893779
9526920422
9535421972
9555116822
9485259085
8644079042
7958846649

Last Name
First Name
Antunez
Av aleigh
Antunez
M ateo
Arocha
Andres
Arocho
Adrian
Arocho
Nathaniel
Badillo
Yan
Baldaguez
Ariana
Batmale
Kayle
Brow n
Kobe
Buschman
Dylan
Clermont
John
Correa
Dev in
Cross
Jaylen
Cross
Jayson
Cross
Justin
Cruz
Janoy
Cruz
Liam
Cruz-M erced Sean
Dav enport
Keifer
Diaz-Santana Darw in
Dorsey
Aaron
Feliciano
Yamilex
Ferguson
Eathan
Flores
Jose
Geffrard
Noah
Gimenes Stambolia
Carson
Gonzalez
Natasha
Gotlew ski
M ichael
Guenard
Alexis
Guttierrez
I lan
James
Bryson
Jimenez Colon Nahya
Liz
Gabriel
Lora-M endez Jeramy
M ederos
Anthony
M elendez
Lionel
M endez
Kenneth
M endez Ortiz Giankarlos
M iranda
Juelzon
Nakada
Robert
Ortiz
Alexander
Pereira
Rolando
Perez
Gabriella
Perez
Jeremiah
Plaza
Nayelis
Pollard
I saiah
Ramos
Janciel
Reyes
Valeria
Riv era
Keiralys
Rodriguez
I saias
Rodriguez
Johnelisiah
Rodriguez
Luis
Rodriguez
Samuel
Rosado Ansa Francisco
Semidey
Jacob
Serrano Cordero
Eddie
Shipp
Jasmine
Tillman
Anabelle
Torres
I saac
Torres
Octav ian
Vargas
Jav ier
Whitney
Jade

The RBT's have been directed by Vicnan Torres (A.K.A. "Vicky"), who is the
Clinical Director. in an email dated December 1, 2016, to enter 32 units for
each note since transportation is included unless the students are picked up
early or dropped off late

She knew from August 12 that she was present at the
meeting that the rest of the time

was to make notes not for
transportation
Vicnan Torres was not at the August Meeting since
she did not work in Orlando.
Andres Delgado had already spoken to the inspectors
on Nov 26, and the Medicaid suspended payments
since Nov 12

Rita Garcia made six trips to clinics in 2016,
In January, February, April, June, September, November and December.
I have all emails, hotel reservations and airline tickets

Interview with Former Employee, Marianella Rodriguez
When asked if the bus drivers were RBTs, Rodriguez asked how could a bus driver give
therapy and drive a bus at the same time with 14 kids? Rodriguez stated that it cannot be
done. Rodriguez did not complete the 40 hour course to become an RBT.
No one asked her if she did therapy, that evidence manipulation in the interview because
Rodriguez agreed to a recorded, sworn statement. Since Rodriguez did not speak English, her Grandson,
Andreas Delgado, translated for her

Interview with Employee, Angely Volero
When the discrepancy was pointed out that A.A. was not with her for 8 hours, Volero stated
that she had questioned the 8 hours but was told by Maria Navarro and Torrez that the 8
hours included bus transportation time

She was present at the meeting and signed
the memorandum where she knew that the
extra hours are for making notes

At one point, Volero says that she had documented only 4 units (1 hr) of 1:1 therapy for child A.A.

Volero confirmed that all the notes were from her for all 5 children on 11/2/16. Medicaid billing for each child
reflects 32 units (8 hrs) of billing for each child on 11/2/16 for I: I therapy

The schedule itemized each of the four students receiving a 1 hour block of therapy. Since Volero was by
herself in the class room, she had to continue supervising 3 other children while falsely giving 1:1 therapy to
the scheduled child

Angels billed and received electronic payment from the Florida Medicaid Program
in the amount of $8,280.00 of which $6,210.00 in claims were fraudulent. In
calculating the fraudulent amount, Angels was given credit for 2 hours of ABA services
for each child per day

Volero was asked if the Bus Drivers were RBTs. Volero stated that the 4 bus drivers, l)
Damian 2) Erica 3) Mariella and 4) Mariengelly only drove the vans and then acted as
custodians or worked the front desk during the school day.

Damian and Mariengelly: I've never had workers in my company with those names

Interview of Employee, Luis Fernandez

Fernandez says that he does not really provide 1:1. he actually controls the children in a group setting
so they can get lessons from a teacher. As an RBT, Fernandez helps them with their behaviors.

The Progress Notes reflect 120 hours of fraudulent billing to Medicaid for 1:1 Therapy. Fernandez
advised that he was directed by Judith Benech and Mariana Romero to inflate his hours by billing 8
hours (32 units) for each recipient although he was scheduled to only provide 1 hour of ABA therapy for
each student a day. Fernandez stated that at one time, Mariana Romero was tasked to input the 8
hours of service for each recipient in Fernandez's progress notes

Fernandez works in class #12 as the RBT. Andres Delgado is the teacher. There are 6 kids assigned to
the class. Fernandez would work with the class providing "group therapy", correcting behaviors when
they acted out in class. Fernandez repeated that there was only one of him and 6 children in the class

Torres has been in Orlando 1 or 2 times in the last 3 months (October - December,
2016). Torres has not communicated with Fernandez and has never given him an
assessment plan.
On 12/20/16, Luis Fernandez completed a sworn, recorded statement

Numerous emails were sent by Vicnan Torres, where they were warned that
He was given a warning because the children's programs were no longer running

And we have the recording of the cameras where the day before of the
arrest he steals a computer and documentation of the center

They were making notes days that children had not gone to school.
This had never happened before, and with no other therapist, but since Nov 26 that Andres had spoken with the
investigators, Luis, Angely (HIS GIRLFRIEND) and Miguel (HIS FRIEND) began to make false notes

These e-mails also deleted them, but we had already taken copies

Interview with Sharon Lee Figueroa and Jose Carreras Parents of J.C.
Figueroa reviewed the DSS claims of all billing made by Angels for her son and stated that he had
never received 6 hours of 1:1 therapy as billed on May 13, 2016 and May 11, 2016

Figueroa said that the Angels bus provided transportation by picking her son up at her residence between 88:30A.M and dropping him off at her residence between 5-5:30 P.M for summer camp
"I'm going to remember that." Figueroa believed that her son was receiving 1 hour of ABA therapy during summer
camp but she could not confirm it because the school never gave them any information on the schedule, notes, etc.
Figueroa stated, " They didn't tell me nothing, no schedule, no idea." Ultimately, Figueroa believes that Angels was not
run properly and her son never progressed.
Treatment for J.C. was billed 2 to 8 hours per day of one-to-one ABA therapy at the rate of
$41.40 for 128 days, adding up to $42,393.60 of Medicaid billing. Allowing for 2 hours per day of ABA therapy,
$31,795.20 was fraudulently billed to Medicaid.

On August 8 Mrs. Shanon falsely reported to the children and
family, saying that her son had arrived home with a scratch on
his back.
The inspector of Children and family issued a report where I
observed the cameras and saw that throughout the day the child
was perfect in the center with his therapists
Curiously she is the friend and took to the center the mother of
Kiddany who falsely denounced the Mediciad saying that we had
charged 5 days and her son was only two (In the case of
Andres)

Conclusions Presented as a probable cause, without evidence and
based on employee information:

Maria Navarro as the owner of Angels and her employee, Judith
Benech, went to great lengths to defraud the Medicaid system.
Once Angels no longer gave the Autistic children entrusted to their
care proper therapy, it appears they became intent on generating
financial gain. Children who qualified (or ABA therapy on a oneto-one basis were deprived of vital care that could improve their
lives as well as their families lives. Not only did Angels fail to
provide one-to-one therapy, the massive over billing significantly
drew from Medicaid resources. Specifically, forbidden ABA
services in a group setting were up-coded. RBTs without
Bachelor degrees had their services billed at the higher rate. Claims
were inflated beyond the 6 hours that the RBTs were in school with
the children to include time spent being transported. Maria
Navarro and Judith Benech falsely claimed that RBI bus drivers
rendered therapy to children while transporting them to and from
school. These false claims were submitted to AHCA to maximize
financial benefit with seemingly little care for the consequences to
the Autistic children that Medicaid moneys were intended to help.

